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Rapid assessment procedures (RAP) for lymphatic filariasis
S. P. PANI. A. SRIVIDYA. K. KRISHNAMOORTHY. P. K. DAS. V. DHANDA

ABSTRACT
Background. New strategies are emerging for control of

filariasis in tenns of chemotherapy and vector control. Field
application of these tools requires mapping and prioritization of
filaria-endemic areas and quantification of the infection!
disease burden. Available procedures are time-consuming,
costly and have poor sensitivity. Therefore, rapid assessment
procedures need to be developed to assess the disease
burden as well as monitor and evaluate control programmes.

Methods. Data collected on different variables from 25
areas in India and elsewhere were used. The relationship
between prevalence of human infection and vector infection
rate was analysed quantitatively. Due to lack of independent
samples, only qualitative analysis was carried out between
other epidemiological variables such as infection and disease
prevalence in relation to age, gender and manifestation.

Results. There was a significant positive correlation bet-
ween vector infection rate and infection prevalence in humans,
suggesting that vector infection can be used as an indicator in
the rapid assessment of infection prevalence. Scatter plots
showed that community screening may be limited to the age
group of 11-30years for infection prevalence and 20-50 years
for disease prevalence. Further, clinical surveys may be
limited to only hydrocele prevalence which may be sufficient to
predict the total disease. This can also be used as an altema-
tive method by the community itself for delimiting endemic
areas.

Conclusions. Vector infection rate may be used as an
indicator for rapid assessment of human infection. A1tema-
tively, blood smear examination could be limited to the age
group of 11-30 years. For a rapid survey of the disease, males
in the age group of 20-50 years could be examined only for
hydrocele.
Natl Med J India 1997;10:19-22

INTRODUCTION
Assessment of the burden of filariasis in a community is a
prerequisite for planning, implementation and evaluation of con-
trol strategies. Infection and consequent disease manifestation is
a result of a complex interaction between the host, parasite, vector
and environment. Therefore, repeated assessment, at least at 5- to
10-year intervals, is ideal. The current methods of assessment,
particularly disease surveys by physicians and night blood sur-
veys, are beyond the means of many developing countries like
India where at least 62 endemic districts out of 300 are yet to be
surveyed.' Moreover, the delimitation survey in India does not
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cover rural areas adequately, where most people (about 80%) are
exposed to the risk of infection. 2 A comprehensive survey would
also be time-consuming. Hence, there is an urgent need to develop
rapid assessment procedures (RAPs) to determine the burden of
filariasis in terms of infection and disease. Mapping and priori-
tizing areas in different parts of the world would be possible
through the RAPs, so as to plan and implement appropriate
control measures. Such procedures have already been proved
useful in identifying the problem areas of onchocerciasis in large
parts of Africa. Information thus gathered was used to stratify and
prioritize the areas by rapid epidemiological mapping for
ivermectin distribution? Recently, RAPs have also been developed
for schistosomiasis control+"

Although interruption of transmission and elimination of
detectable microfilaraemia have been the ultimate objectives of
the control programmes against filariasis, various variables have
been used to measure the effect of control strategies. Epidemio-
logical surveillance is a means of determining the distribution and
trends of incidence of infection and disease. However, the selec-
tion of the variable(s) depends upon the objective of the survey.
These variables include prevalence of infection and disease in
humans, and the vector infection rate. Since collection of data for
all these variables is difficult, data on selective variables are
gathered depending upon on the purpose. Consequently,. the
complete filariasis situation in a given area is rarely assessed.
Therefore, it is essential to understand the relationship between
these variables so as to choose an appropriate one which may
reflect either the value of other variables or the filariasis situation
as a whole. The usefulness of some of these variables in develop-
ing RAPs for bancroftian filariasis are discussed based on an
analysis of their relationships.

DATA SOURCE AND METIiOD OF ANALYSIS
Data obtained from various prevalence studies in India7-u and
other countries (Costa Rica," Haiti, n Nigeria," Pakistan" and the
Philippines'") formed the basis for the present analysis. In all the
studies, 20 cmm of peripheral blood was collected for parasito-
logical screening and a physical examination of individuals was
done for detecting clinical manifestations. In most of the studies,
the same samples were screened for infection as well as disease.
While data on specific human infection (microfilaria carriers),
disease prevalence and vector infection were available for 25
areas, paired data on disease and hydrocele prevalence were avail-
able for only 12 areas.

The association between infection prevalence and vector
infection rate was examined quantitatively using regression analy-
sis after arcsine transformation of the proportions. As the disease
progression is a dynamic process, the data from such surveys were
not suitable for simple statistical analysis and hence were exam-
ined graphically using scatter plots. Also, it has already been
shown that in bancroftian filariasis infection and disease preva-
lence have a significant association with age, with a peak preva-
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lence of infection in the age group of 11-30 yearslO and a peak
prevalence of disease in the age group of 20-50 years.29 There-
fore, total infection or disease was examined in relation to these
age classes so that the surveys could be limited to specific target
age groups. Further, the natural history of this disease suggests
that the chronic and detectable manifestation would be prominent
mostly among those over 20 years of age."

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In all the study sites considered for analyses, Culex quinque-

fasciatus, the vector of the periodic form of Wuchereria bancroft;
was sampled through indoor resting collections during the period
when surveillance for microfilaraemia (infection prevalence) was
conducted. The number of vector mosquitoes thus collected and
dissected for determining infection varied from 101 to 3545 in
different studies. Although the exact period and duration of
mosquito collection was not known, the data were found suitable
for analysis of the relationship between variables because the
human and vector infections were determined simultaneously.
The regression analysis between vector infection rate (the per-
centage of mosquitoes harbouring parasite irrespective of the
stage) and human infection prevalence showed a significant
positive correlation (r=O.57; df=23; p<0.05). There was a gradual
increase in infection prevalence with increasing vector infection
rate (Fig. I). The intercept value shows that the minimum human
infection prevalence that could be reflected by vector infection
was around 5%. Therefore, this method can be employed if the
purpose is to delimit areas with a >5% human infection. Vector
surveillance to determine this indicator can be considered as an
RAP to assess human infection prevalence. Sampling the vector
population for determining infection can be carried out with
minimal expertise and time compared to night blood surveys for
human infection which are expensive" and have a poor sensitiv-
ity.33.34This may also be more acceptable to the community as
there is no need to survey the human population. Repeated vector
sampling may be useful in areas with a low infection rate. Samp-
ling the resting population could be done by using mechanical
aspirators. Alternatively, different types of traps such as the
box,"·36 insecticide impregnated fabric traps» and light traps31
could be used for sampling the vector population as has been done
in Tanzania." This would minimize the personal bias of the
collection and the disturbance caused to inmates of households.
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FIG I. Correlation between infection rate in vectors and human
infection prevalence
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Scatter plotting of data points on total infection prevalence
against that of the age group of 11-30 years (Fig. 2) showed a
rising trend. This qualitative analysis suggests that infection
prevalence in the age group of 11-30 years could reflect the
overall infection prevalence in a community. Limiting night
blood survey to this age group may cover the target sample more
effectively as compared to screening the entire population. As has
been shown.? screening of this group can be arranged in night
camps in schools with prior health education. This will be cheaper,
with wider coverage than conventional door-to-door surveys.
This method can thus be used as an RAP for assessing the burden
of infection when other methods (such as vector infection preva-
lence) cannot be used.

A similar qualitative analysis of total disease prevalence
against disease prevalence in the age group of 20-50 years
showed that limiting screening to this age group could also reflect
total disease (Fig. 3). This will make the survey quicker and
cheaper. When the relationship between prevalence of specific
manifestations and total disease prevalence was analysed, there
was an increasing trend in total disease with a rise in hydrocele
prevalence. This scatter plot suggests that hydrocele prevalence
could reflect the total disease, which includes hydrocele,
lymphoedema and other uncommon manifestations. The samples
covering only the age group of 20-50 years can be further limited
to males and screening for only hydrocele as this tends to reflect
a linear trend in total disease prevalence irrespective of gender
(Fig. 4). Thus, screening only males and thattoo only for hydrocele
can be used as an indicator to assess the total disease burden in a
given area. This procedure may be done by trained health work-
ers.It may also be used to assess the disease burden in a motivated
target community.

The relationship between human infection and disease preva-
lence showed an increasing trend of disease with infection.
However, the interpretation of this result is difficult as the natural
history ofthis disease is dynamic. 41.41 The type of relation between
infection and disease could, therefore, be dynamic and is a
function of the duration from the time of its introduction in a given
locality or population. The degree of this association is expected
to be influenced by the stage in the natural history of the disease.
For example, while the prevalence of infection (mf) in Pondicherry
in 1957 was higher than that of the disease (Dis)? (mf 10.3%; Dis
4.7%), in 198629the prevalence of disease was almost the same as
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FIG2. Relationship between age-specific and total infection
prevalence
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FIG 3. Association between age-targeted (among 20-50-year-olds)
and total disease prevalence

that of mf prevalence (mf 6.3%; Dis 6.7%) and in 1992,44 the
prevalence of disease became higher than that of mf (mf 4.8%; Dis
9.7%). Though the area has been covered under the control
programmes, the trend suggests that during the natural history of
the disease in a locality, the relationship between the two param-
eters changes gradually. Therefore, the data that have been
collected on disease and infection for different localities might be
representing different points in the natural history of filariasis in
those areas. Thus, relating these two variables might not be
appropriate and therefore developing assessment procedures based
on these relationships might not always be useful. These limita-
tions require further study to understand the dynamics of change
in the relationship by appropriate data analysis and modelling.

The role of relationships between the variables in the develop-
ment of RAP forbancroftian filariasis wi\l, however, depend upon
the objective for which the RAP is intended. Primarily the
objectives of RAP are to provide information crucial for decision-
making. Therefore, the specific objectives of RAPs for filariasis
are to map the distribution and extent of the filariasis problem in
different localities, to rapidly stratify endemic areas for control
programmes and to develop rapid concurrent monitoring and
evaluation procedures. Currently, filarial endemicity levels have
been classified according to the prevalence of microfilaraemia,"
If the objecti ve of the survey is to collect data with a view to imple-
menting morbidity control strategies, information on disease is
also important. Before applying these RAPs in the field, it is
necessary to assess whether these approaches satisfy the criteria
for RAP. Ideally, RAPs are expected to be simple, direct, rapid,
non-invasive, requiring minimum expertise, acceptable to the
community, reliable and reproducible. The procedures should
also be cost-effective and adaptable to the existing control
programmes. The practical usefulness of these variables as indi-
cators of rapid assessment require field validation in different
endemic levels.
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